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IClockwise, from far leftl 
Sebastian Wrong; Established 
& Sons 'Buggs' light. from 

' Living Edge, 1300 132 154, 
www.livingedge.com.au; Flos 
'Spun' floor light, from Euroluce, 
1021 9380 6222. www.euroluce. 
com.au; Established & Sons 
'Heidi' stools; 'Wrongwoods' 
chest of drawers [with Richard 
Woodsl; 'Font' clock, all from 
Living Edge, as before. 

One qf the founders of~ri taini  Established k S O ~ S  also the creator ofsome 
remarkable and distinctive pieces. He has his eye-firmly -fixed on the firture 

Sebastian Wrong is best known as the 
designer of the 'Spun' light for Flos, which 
was released in 2003 and won a Red Dot 
award in 2004. He is also the co-founder 
and design development director of British 
design company Established & Sons. He was 
recently in Australia to launch the collection 
with in Australian distributor, Living Edge. 
Q:HrWlbblUd&Sar,#ftrtrcln 
The four founders were myself, Mark Holrnes, 
Alasdhair Willis and Tamara Caspersz. The 
first collection we showed was in April 2005 
in Milan.Tamara, Mark and I studied Fine 
Art in 1990 in Nonvich, England, while 
Tamara and I did sculpture, and Mark did 
painting. Later, Mark did a postgraduate at 
the Slade, in London, and Alasdhair was on 
the course with him doing painting. None 
of the founders of E&S did design! 
@what i * d  k '*n'lf&&t tkd 
I r d pww L-? I had a small company 
called Reform [1995-20031, which did 
bespoke fabrications for architects, antique 
dealers and so forth. A job came in to 
reproduce a Victorian candelabra made 
from three small brass bugles. I came across 
a horn-maker in the east of England, and he 
made every type of horn imaginable - the 
shapes were fantastic. I saw all these pure, 
seductive, voluptuous forms in his workshop 
and thought,"That would be interesting". 
Q:H.rkp@rl .burr lc tor lJu?In  
England there was a legal case last year 
[which Flos won] with copies that were 
coming f b m  China. From a distance, they 

look pretty similar but, up close, they are 
terrible. I believe the same ones surfaced in 
Australia. It's annoying but inevitable when 
you hit a certain threshold of success. 
Q : O r r / * * r C n l o * t ~ f i - t l p )  
&%b*tJdwC-rlwrurlwfuyi*? 
Basically, how there is an association of 
certain fonts to a time in history. I think 
it's very interesting that type can do that. 
I wanted to use 20th-century fonts and I 
worked closely with two graphic designers; 
one is German, the other is Austrian.They 
were passionate, Germanic; it's in their blood! 
We trawled through many, many fonts until 
we came up with the 12 that were picked. 
Q:Cmpdlucrkvr t ) r 'Bmgpl l~ l  
p m  lor#M H MUtr ktl p r ? T h e  idea 
was to take the archetypal sphere - the 
Bauhaus opal sphere - and corrupt that by 
blowing a relief, a face, a character into this 
pure form and doing it in a particular way 
that is humorous but also slightly sinister. It 
is possibly the most fine-art-influenced piece 
I have done. It's a very sculptural piece and 
crosses that boundary between concepts 
and objects and art and design. 
Q : W L . r m r m ? u m ~ & S r #  
d y  -?We are keen to get into the 
contract market, which we haven't had any 
presence in before. Often, E&S is considered 
quite statement-like, with just a few pieces 
put into an interior and nothing in volume. 
We have to consider a way to slightly change 
some of it so it's utilitarian, still looks good, 
but where it's not going to dominate. 

"nourish" h i  cornmenial design artiuities. 
'"I haw always been drivef~ by the 

brush," says Stephen of his urge to pdm, 
"1 have no choice; since I can rmemlaet, I 
haw been pamionate about ort.'WHls l a m  :; 
works, featuring in an exhibition called 'In 
the Moment' at Tim O l m  Gallery, .in Sydfiek 

With such focus, it's hard to imagine , 

how Stephen can searnlessiy witch between 
each of his two disciplina,but it5 a mmition 
he says is quite fluid. "The task c h n w  but 
the aesthetic remains the same," he explairw. 

I am doing is working." 
Tn tthe Moment' will be ai Tim €%$en GaIferp 
from Fehmary 9-28, ww.t imcFLtm~ll~y.~~tn.mr.  
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